
Take these unconventional walks in some of India’s
storied cities
2 min read . Updated: 13 Jul 2019, 10:15 AM IST

Shubham Ladha

From crime trails to djinn-filled medieval forts, here are some interesting ways to rediscover
some Indian cities

A group of walk participants at Job Charnock’s mausoleum at St John’s Church. Anirban Kar
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MURDER AND MAYHEM WALK, HERITAGE WALK CALCUTTA | KOLKATA

In the late 1800s, a series of spine-chilling, unsolved murders and disappearances
took place in north and central Kolkata, and were documented by the Calcutta police
department. Tathagata Neogi, founder of Heritage Walk Calcutta, says: “The walk
looks at these crimes through prisms like gender and race. Some crimes were
overlooked because Caucasian people were involved, while women were involved in
some others. All these aspects help to put the crimes and murders into perspective."

HeritageWalkCalcutta.com; ₹650 per person for a scheduled walk, ₹1,000 for a private

one

ARCHITECTURE WALK, MADRAS INHERITED | CHENNAI

Through their walks, Madras Inherited is cultivating an interest in heritage architecture, such as this Senate House building. Sujith
Kumar
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Chennai’s oldest areas, such as Mylapore, Triplicane and Royapettah, are known for
colonial houses and buildings constructed between the early 19th century and first
part of the 20th century. While the walks are designed by urban design and interior
firm Triple O Studio, Shalini Ravikumar, operations head at Madras Inherited, says:
“Little attention is being given to Chennai’s heritage, which is leading to the
structures being demolished. That’s why we started Triple O Studio’s heritage wing
with the walks."

TripleOStudio.com/MadrasInherited; ₹700, and ₹450 for students

KASHMIRIYAT, BREAKAWAY | SRINAGAR

Breakaway lets you explore Kashmiri handicrafts like papier mâché, carpet-weaving
and copper work, and interact with artisans. Breakaway’s co-founder, Shilpa Sharma,

Breakaway looks beyond Kashmir’s natural beauty. Breakaway
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